OSHA/WHMIS:

Per the U.S. Federal OSHA Hazard Communication Standard and the Canadian Federal WHMIS Regulations, an article is defined as a manufactured item
1. which is formed to a specific shape or design during manufacture; and
2. which has end use function(s) dependent in whole or in part upon its shape or design during end use; and
3. which will not release more than very small quantities or otherwise result in exposure to a hazardous chemical/controlled product under normal conditions of use.

The Xerox toner cartridges designated below (by product reorder number) have been determined to meet the criteria for an article. Under normal use, there is no health risk associated with use of this product. A material safety data sheet (MSDS) for this product type is not required. For your convenience, the following particulars are given:

If exposed to photoreceptor:
- Skin: Wash with soap and water.
- Eye: Flush with water.
- Inhalation: Remove from exposure.
- Ingestion: Dilute stomach contents with several glasses of milk or water.

Waste Disposal:
Under present U.S. Federal EPA and Canadian federal hazardous waste regulations, Xerox toner cartridges have been determined to be non-hazardous waste. Consult state/provincial and local waste authorities for additional information, as their requirements may be more restrictive. Customers are encouraged to participate in environmental conservation by returning the used or damaged cartridge to Xerox Corporation.

Additional information can be provided upon special request.

Product Reorder Number(s):

FX: 6R850


WH: 6R718, 6R719, 6R720, 6R721, 6R821, 6R843, 6R844, 6R845, 6R846, 6R849, 6R856, 6R857, 6R858, 6R859, 6R861, 6R860, 6R862, 6R863, 6R900, 6R901, 6R902, 6R903, 13R548, 106R232, 113R95, 113R114, 113R123, 113R152, 113R180, 113R181, 113R285, 113R287, 113R288, 113R296, 673K35240

XCL: 6R800, 6R801*, 6R802*, 6R803*

XL: 6R90211, 6R90212, 6R90213, 6R90214, 6R90247, 6R90249, 6R90249, 6R90250, 6R90252, 6R90260, 6R90261, 6R90262, 6R90263, 113R182, 113R286


*Cancelled